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by Bill Wright
(FT. Collins, CO)- "Freestyle is like Jazz.--spontaneous and
Cl2lSll(.‘--Z1 cooperative art. The basis is sophisticated and
cornplex, but forgotten in the delight of jamming."  t. CRUST
C 2.‘ . . . . .
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mi’ Simon mi '1 on the head with Eh? first qmcmcm m ms some of you might remember that just before this catch Joey stepped up on

book Sometimes y9u.can fee] so the stage did about 16 taps from everywhere then stepped off and made this
stressed out by the complications of the sophistication that you '

just stop everything and go JAM! find It was fun [0 Walsh

It was a good year for jamming. From San Diego to Phoenix it doesn't seem very far. but it covered nearly seven months of
time. We left the last bit of information at just before the U.S. Open. Remember the big Wham-O production that has always
been product specific and lacking a advanced judging system.
Remember the event with the best organization, money and talent, but yet always in the center of controversy. This season the
honors went to Jim Schmal, Peter Laiihert and Deaton Mitchell. They got 3500 each for first place, a great sum considering all
other freestyle events for the year, but less than any other 1st place winner at the U.S. Open by $250 each. Not to complain.
but I think it is fair to say the freestyle portion of the contest attracted a lot of attention. Anyway 1987 may offer a positive
change in that trivial controversy. ( see Wham-O invites FPA to sanction Open) cont. page 2



lll?|illY GI~‘.'l‘S \"I~lR'l‘ AT THE FPA WORLDS

All tlim_;s considered this season ltas been the most productive
in Fl’.~\ history. With well over $20,000 in prize money
distributed among the contestants, the 1986 season proved very
fruitful for several players. You would think the FPA would be
busting at the seams for memberships. Not so captain. Despite
all that we get involved in we often neglect our ntost important
duty, new memberships. The top players need some additional
pressure to perform. That way we guarantee the advancement in
quality of play.

Recently I had the pleasure of taking a trip down the coast on a

"non-Frisbee" adventure. Windsurfer in hand and great plans to
do other things, I ended up jamming my brains out at every
waking opportunity. What a great sport we have!
Environmentally speaking there are so many situations that
present a new atmosphere and a never ending creative bomb
goes off at each stop. The conclusion of a summers worth of
lteestyling is that we need to set our goals first and then to

establish all other aspects of the sport based upon those goals.
()n my travels down the coast we, of course stopped at famed
Palm Park for a session. The Bud Light Team was indisposed at

the time so we took up a jam with the old crusties who
happened to still be in the area. Evan David, Torn Sheppard,
Craig Smith. Brian Roberts, Steve Hubbard and myself
experienced an incredible association with the disc. There were

really no individuals. just the disc and us. Ultimately that's what
it is all about. The question is how do we put the sport in that
perspective for the rest of the world.

Evan David had an interesting idea that I think everyone should
at least know about. Not too many of you out there will take
interest in the concept of "where do we go from here". but the
direction we choose should be one that everyone is involved in.
What if the world saw the Frisbee as an extension of the discus.
The discus is an Olympic sport and for centuries has held a very
prestigious position in the art of object throwing. A distance
disc, an extension of a discus. could easily become the

furthest flying object on any competitive scale. This
association with the discus would be the thing that changes
people's perspective of the Dying disc. The idea has little to do
withfreestyle directly, but could ultimately bring awareness to

the Rhythmic Gymnastic types that our sport most directl_\
relates to. How and when and by whom are questions that you
can ask yourself.
Another interesting question that has plagued my mind over the

years is the validity of freestyle disc competition (a judged
sport) as a professional sport. I challenge you to name any
sport that is thriving as a profession and relies on a judged
performance to determine who gets the most money. Should our

direction be that of an amateur sport?

We had an interesting experience with the Pheonix. Arizona
tournament this October. Aligned with an extremely competitive
big dollar skateboard event. it was by far the largest crowd ever

at a tournament that didn't watch. Skateboarding has three
strong competitive events at this stage and all tltree are judged.
yet the top skaters are making 525.000 to $75,000 a year.
Probably 80% of the money comes from the manufacturer
directly and not prize tnoncy. The conclusion that is the easiest
says — well then we need more manufacturer support of players
in Frisbee. Right now nearly 100% of any players Frisbee
income comes from prize money. It is probably a bad analogy
to compare anything to a boom and bust product like
skateboarding, but any other judged sport runs into a similar
problem. Unless the government . Olympic committee or

relating manufacturer can support the athletes then the
bettemtent of the athletes is solely dependent on the lifestyle ol

that particular contestant and their ability to solicit
non-associated sponsorship. Currently there may be two

individuals in the world who use freestyle disc play as their sole
source of income, and therefore use their productive energy on

being better players. The strength of any sport lies in the
players getting better.

I think all of us know that if we could spend a considerable
amount of time playing we could blow this world away.

Enclosed within this forum you will find a questiouaire to be
answered and returned to the FPA. There is a space for your
comments and suggestions. Goal setting is very important, so

if you have a thought that needs to be included in the whole
concept, be sure and let us know. A lot of you out there keep
telling me you are going to write something. please do.

The following is a segment of the World Flying Disc
Federations Statutes.

2.0 Aims of the WFDF

2.1
To encourage and protect the SPIRIT of flying disc play where
as partners rather than opponents we compete against the limits
of our own abilities rather than each other. Where in a climate
of peace, disc play may be appreciated for its ability to bring
people together in a communal rejoicing of skill and play.
"Ultimately. in playing together we learn to live together."



THE LONG AWAITED
SKIPPY JAMMER INTERVEIW

BY KEVIN GIVENS

KG Skippy. how long have you been playing?
SJ- Well, let's see... I first began jamming during the

Pleistocene. In fact I won the first B.C. Open. Yeah.

KG- British Columbia?

SJ» No. before Christ.

KG» Wow. You have been jamming a long time. Does
anyone else have as much crust as you do?

SJ- Jose‘ Hoodlink has more. JJ mon has enormous
amounts. Richie Smits exudes crust.

KG- Whom do you foresee being crusty in the future?

SJ- The one person that comes to mind is Deaton
Mitchell. I mean the guy sweats gallons.

K0 is it true that at one time you figured your best chance
to win a tournament was to jam everybody to death?

SJ- Yea!

Does anybody else try that?

SJ- Dave Schiller could probably do it. He's the current
turbo king without a doubt.

KG- That's amazing. So Skippy. just why is it that you
Jam.

SJ- Whoa! That's deep. Actually I jam to get in tune with
my primal genetics. You see I feel as though we are
transferred into this five dimensional plane from
another universe level. Our brains and consciousness
remains the same. except we're brainwashed so we don't
remember where our previous bio/energylocation was.
So the only challenge left is to see who can interpret
this new alien environment with all these peculiar laws
of motion through physical activities.

KG— Did you used to take a lot of acid back in the hippie
days?

SJ- I don't remember.

i\'<i- What would you like to see at tournaments.

SJ I think it would be fun to get back to our roots. You
know. Play nailless, deduct for long nail delay
combinations, no gitis, no flying
lioriwntaldigitronigitositis, plus points for screaming
wipeoul attempts for impossible catches. "The"
tapping would be a norm. I can't believe what the
Modesto Mutants used to do.

Hey, I used to be a Modesto Mutant.

SJ- Oh. that was you. I thought... Hey wait a minute.

KG- Actually we do look a lot alike.

SJ- No way- I'm a much larger than life manifestation of :

cerebral impulse aberration, plus I have a tan.

KG- Yea, you're right. Listen what are some of your
favorite memories from tournaments?

SJ- Well. John Anthony trying to get everybody to go to
the Disco. The John Kirkland roast. The Bill King
Show. Shredding with JJ mon. Shredding with Joey
and Houck. Laerbs puking during the middle of a
routine and then still winning. Laerbs being
hospitalized into intensive care after shredding in
Eugene. . .

KG- That's enough!
SJ- No there's more. Drinking 2] beers and winning my

pool. Out pissing the Canadian Champion Jim Brown.

KG- We better quit while we can still print it. That's it
folks. I think it's time for Skippy's sedation, but one
more question if I can get a straight answer. Skippy.
we hear you're head over heels into this chick. Do you
have plans to get married soon?

SJ- Please. no more nick questions. Marriage is a very
dangerous sport. more so than cliff diving blindfolded.

NOTE: SkIppy's next edition will feature
vocabulary from around the world. If you have a
move or term that you think is right for the
Skippy Jammer dictionary of Freestyle Frisbee
terms, then send it in to the FPA, Box 2412, Ft
Collins, CO 80522.

NOTE: Skippy Jammer's article in no way reflects
the true views of The Freestyle Players
Association, but what the heck we print it anyway.

NOTE: Evan Furtado may believe that the name
"Modesto Mutant" was taken in vain.

NOTE: Skippy and the FPA will jointly be
constructing the first Freestyle Frisbee novel
starting this winter. Contributors are welcome.

SKIPPY SEZ 



RESULTS 1986 --------u--
Ilere are some results from tournament around the country that
you should have been at.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Once again a very strong event both for competitors and
organization. The staff headed by Theo Black presented both the
World Senior Championships and the US Freestyle Open in the
same week. It was great to see the old crusty jammers both
personally and on the playing field. More of that type of
interaction is healthy and fun for the sport. A great showing by
the New York learn of Oberhaus and Flood put the pressure on
the Blasters, but Jim and Deaton came through with another
clean routine with Schmal highlighting difficulty.
WOMENS
lst- YABE / SAMPLE
2nd- THATCHER/ SCOTTIPORTER
OPHV
lst- SCHMAL / MITCHELL
2nd- OBERHAUS / FLOOD
3rd- COLEMAN / SCHILLER
4th- HOSFELD/ LAUBERT
MIXED
lst- SAMPLE I MITCHELL
2nd- ZEMAITIS / RYAN
3rd- BOGENHAGEN /SCHRANK
COOP
lst- SCHMAL I MITCHELLI LAUBERT
2nd- COLEMAN / RYAN / ZEMAITIS
3rd- JEWELL / DRUBE / SMITH

DES MOINES, WASHINGTON
In the Northwest they were jammin' in late July. The
Controllers are bringing disc play back to the Washington area.
The event included some footbag and maximum time aloft. The
diversification is encouraged to expose each other to different
events.
OPEN PAIRS
lst- FOGLE / SWANSEN
2nd- HAYES/ GRIFFON
3rd- BURRIS / BYRD
4th- WILSON / MAGALENES
C0-OP
lst~ FOGLE / SWANSEN / BURRIS
2nd- HAYES/ GRIFFON / KORNS

SAi\'TA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA
In what is being called the end of an era. this is said to be the
last World Flying Disc Championships held by Tom Shot. As
always in the nearly perfect setting of Santa Cruz this event has
gone through some extreme ups and downs. None-the-less.
taken in other ways than its title dictates, this event can be one

of the best around.’ 

The contest saw some incredible execution both in the semis

and finals. Joey and Craz had a droplcss semis. It's a pleasure to

see some old names on the list too; like Laura Engel.
OPHV PAIRS
lst- LEWNER /GIVENS
2nd- SMITS /BELL
3rd- HUDOKLIN/ BROOKS
4th- WHITE/ TERHORST
MIXED PAIRS
lst- HUDOKLINI ENGEL
2nd- RYANI ZEMAITIS
3rd- ROSE / LEITNER
4th-TERHORST/ GRAY

CANADIAN OPEN
TORONTO, ONTARIO
It's great to see the east coast involved in the freestyle scene.

Next season we hope to highlight this event in a series of fine
tournament sites that will be presented for 1987. Ken
Westerfield put this contest on as he has for the past several
years.
OPENPAIRS
lst- CHARTRANDI MCELWHAIN TORONTO
2nd- FLOOD/ OBERHAUS NEW YORK
3rd- MOOREI SCHEMINGER
4th- SADER / HALL N.Y./MONTREAL

WORLD FREESTYLE CHAMPIONSHIPS
FT. COLLINS, COLORADO
After all those years the big title finally comes to Colorado and
it may be the start of things to come. The 1987 World Overall
Flying Disc Championships is being bid on for this area. The
1986 event was no small event. Probably the biggest freestyle
field in recent years gathered together in Ft Collins to compete
for over $5,000 dollars in freestyle money. Additional prize
money was available in Golf. MTA and distance. Over 100
players signed up to compete. 24 Open teams made it necessary
for the first three round competition in a long time. Sponsored
by The Wright Life. Drapes. Bud Light and Avogadros Number
the tourney was blessed with a great second day of weather and
an enthusiastic crowd.
OPENPAIRS
lst- SCHMAL / MITCHELL
2nd- HUDOKLIN/ BROOKS
3rd- HUBBARD/ WRIGHT
4th- GIVENS / LEITNER
MIXED PAIRS
lst- MITCHELL / SAMPLE
2nd- SCl-IMAL/ ANDERSON
3rd- HUDOKLIN/ZEMAITIS
4th» YABE/ WRIGHT
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l.st- l)()\V / ANDERSON
2nd~ YABE / SAMPLE
(Y)-(JP
1st» IIUDOKLIN / BELL / BROOKS
2nd» SCHMALI LAUBERT / MITCHELL
3rd- FOGLF. / SWANSEN / BURRIS

In the open division it was business as usual for the Blasters.
With an incredibly tough act to follow they came out to the new
4 minute routine and went dropless. A first for any final
competition and that's what we wanted to see with a reduced
time limit. lludoklin and Brooks didn't let the judges rest on
this one. Joey Hudoklin gave one of the most explosive
perforniances ever on a freestyle field and Brooks played clean
and consistant with that ever present flare we have come to
know and love. It was close, but the judges again favored those
masters of the pairs Schmal and Mitchell. They have now won
four consecutive FPA pairs titles.
What is equally impressive is that Joey has now won four
consecutive Co-op titles with only one repeat partner. Time was
a factor in this one as the sun crawled over the mountain tops
just as the last performers were competing. It was the Bud Light
Team that prevailed for their first FPA World title. A close
second with the Blasters narrowly defeating the Controllers.
The Rads were out with an injury.
The Womens division saw its first competitive match shape up
in years. A little disappointing though, because neither team
played up to their potential and the scores had it tied until the
multiplier was used. Dow and Anderson squeeked it out. What a
wonderful site to see Kate compete again.
Mixed pairs is becoming one of the more competitive events on
the tour. The newest team of Mitchell and Sample seems to have
something going as they take both Minneapolis and The
Worlds in Ft Collins.

THE 10TH ANNUAL INDIAN SUMMER FESTIVAL
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
The best day of the year for the troops at Sonoma State
University. For the first time in history there was a combined
event featuring Frisbee and footbag. Winner Jack Schoolcraft
combined a MTA throw with his usual great footbag freestyle to
win the title. In another off the wall contest. the first ever
Crusty Open Freestyle jam was held. Points were given for
Pre-80's moves, double points for pre-80's moves that you
invented and triple points for a wipeout during an impossible
catch. The grande champion is Don "CO—OP" Dutton. Favorite
Evan Furtado. had too many beers and was forced out of the
competition.
WOMEIVS
1st- CURTIS / ROSE
2nd- GREY / AMBERG
3rd- HUNT/GARCIA
MIXED PAIRS
1st- GIVENS /CURTIS
2nd- LEITNER / ROSE
3rd- AMBERG /EKMAN
OPEN PAIRS
lst- GIVENS / LEITNER
2nd~ EKAMNITERHORST
3rd- SHULTZIEXELBY
4th- SMITS / ZEFF

TEXAS STATE CHA.\1I’I0.\'Sllll’S
A classic tradition for the Austin area. This year was no

exception with some old seldom seen jarnmcrs comming out to
spin a couple of "Z's". John Houck, "the problem solver of the
world" runs the show down in Austin and guarantees a good
time. This year saw a close finish between 1st and 2nd

,
but for

the second consecutive season The Bob and Dave show
prevailed.
OPEN PAIRS
lst- COLEMAN /SCHILLER
2nd- MITCHELLI SAMPLE
3rd- HOUCK / ELLIOTT
4th- KRAJNA/ FREEMAN
5th- GREESAGE / DAMBRA
6th- GAMBOA/BOLAND

BARE COVER FESTIVAL OF SPORTS
TEMPE, ARIZONA
Through the mirage of youth and skate mania. towards left field,
just out of view of thousands we completed the final leg of the
1986 FPA Tour. Perhaps even if the event took place right in
front of the thousands of screaming skate fanatics they still
would not have seen us. Their attention was definitely undivided
in other directions. The event however strange it might have
been, attracted some good talent dispite short notice. Once
again the local learns suprised us and delighted us that the
familiar faces were still interested and still competitive. For
Steve Hubbard it was his first FPA victory. Goes to show you
that the old crusties never die they just wait around until their
old tricks seem new again. For Castiglia and Anderson a clean
routine straight out of Sea World.
OPEN PAIRS
1st- HUBBARD /WRIGHT
2nd- MITCHELLISCHILLER
3rd- BRANIGAN / CASTIGLIA
4th-LAUBERT/ LEITNER
5th- MEYERS /WAYNE?
6th- SAVOY/ HICKS
MIXED PAIRS
lst-CASTIGLIA/ ANDERSON
2nd- MITCHELLI SAMPLE
3rd- LEITNER / ROSE
4th- BRANIGAN / YABE
5th- WRIGHT]LUCIER
6th- HUBBARDI SCOTT JIM AND

DEATON

SHRED
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" I-‘I{l’.l7.S'I‘YLI’. DOWN UNDER"
ll} Peter Bowie

Freestyle Down Under is Aiistralia and
New Zealand, which is in the southern
lieiiiispliere. Well our stiininer has just
fiiiislied (written in our Spring, which is
their Fall) so it's a good time to reflect on

fl’\‘c‘>l_\‘lL‘.
II.-\Sl(' FACTS: To be honest New
'/.e.il.iiitl, population 3.5 million only has
.ll\tttlI lfl freestylers. Australia, population
15 million, only has 2030 freestylers,
ll«i\\t'\'c‘r the numbers are starting to
iiiciease especially in Attstralia as they
have really got their act together. New
'/.e.il.iiiil is just starting to follow.

Although N.Z. and Australia are so close
it seemed strange that we always held oitr

respective national champs on the same.

weekend so I persuaded our organizer to
run our champs the week before, however
no Australians came over and I was the
only N.’/.. thrower to go to Australia. I
li;idii't heard much about the freestylers
over their for years. I only knew about
[an Wliitelieads freestyle as I had seen him
at the U.S. Open. After winning the N.’/..
Cliaiiips I was hopeful of doing well, btit
was uncertain on what they would be like.

When I arrived I was asked to help out
with a TV. News item. The other players
stopped to see what I was like. No nails
on I decided to get into it, so I popped up
a corkscrew. WOW, did you see that throw
was the comment. Yeh. but he does
everything counter (anti-clock) was

another comment. It seems most Aussy
freestylers use clock and can't even throw
counter. I couldn't believe it. No one

could do a really good zee's wristflip,
only sidearms (without a mack). They
even thought my nails were weird (well so

did all _\ou Americans at the U.S. Open).
.-\c'Itlllll)' very few Aussy freestylers use

tt.tll.\ at all. After this initial period
exeivoiie joined in and we got a great
article out of it.

Due to the :\USS_\' rules I criiilift l'reest_\'le
with an .»\iistr.iliari, but I w;i—. lucky as

Shige l\lit/nunia, of Japan, who is
.::.tl_\ing in Auss) inake the totiriianieiit.

»\= w c ‘...it<li«:tl llli rotttiiies we s:i'w' thu:
~. »:; e \"li Lite z\tlf\.\_\ g.:_\.\ were ti_\'iiig ti» tiw

iiie ol mu tiiiiw-’ that \\c liatl tiixittiteti
uzi tizc earlier d:i_\~- .‘-lost .miio_\iiig but ii

iii.» .; .i lztilq L'\7\ll) iii tlze end .\‘lii-_;e
1 l tti 1.»-.l ll.'\l but totililifl.l eittt IIIC

.- t. tit“ .~.\ we were l‘.i‘I /\tl\li'.1ll.l§l\.
:;ip-aiiitiiig. l liizpe that the;

tit :-igetl their rules

REI-LEC'l"l()N:
On reflection both countries only have
about 3 good pairs teams. The most

impressive thing about the Aussy routines
is the opening presentation. However my
main criticism of freestyle in both
countries is that players try moves in a

routine that are not competition reliable.
This is due to a lack of intemational
experience. If a catch or a pass was

missed competitors in Aussy often self
start which always looks bad. In N.7.. this
hardly ever happens because N].
freestylers were influenced right at the
beginning of the sport in this country by
freestylers like Tim Bratten and Rich
Bartle showing tts how it should be done.
These stylers also exposed us to a variety
of moves, something which is a bit
lacking in Australia. While I feel that
N.’/.. freestylers are better than the Aussy's
at the moment I feel mat the Aussy
throwers will in the end be at a higher
standard than the N.7.. throwers as they
have a larger base of young players
progressing up the ladder.

Indeed before I left to go back home to
NZ. it was the jlllllttf throwlers that were

trying one liandeil turnovers and monster

delays. It will be interesting to see how
far they have progressed by the next

clianipionsliips. Further dedication to

perfecting moves will be needed along
with using nails for those rim moves. It's
really hard to keep motivated down here
in the south pacific due to the lack of
throwers and the lack of tournaments
however this isolation can produce some

great down under variations like " A
Closet Gitis" and the rarely seen " Toe
Paddle" to mention but a few. Just
remember that otir standard will only
increase and we might be turning a few
heads in the future.

If you are not doing anlhing this winter
why not come and spend the summer with
tis.

Peter Bowie
ll Chatswood Place
Burnside
Christchurch d5
New Zealand

l‘I‘:Tl?R IKUWIIL l)()f-S .\().‘\‘il' 'l)()\\_\' I7.’\'l;l"v‘.' fxlt )\'I{S l(.'lx lily‘
RIEST ( )l7 Tllli \\ ( )l{l.D 'l t ) _\‘I;I{. Y! )l,' .\'il('ili'I‘l\‘l7(f.~\l.l. lll.'\'
I)lS'l‘l.\'CTl\'L7.\"fYLl7. FROM THE I ‘R ()l‘Ii.\ l‘).\‘i_ I llll.\.\'
IZ\'ER\'()NE WAS SUl’RI.‘$l.'\'Gl.Yl.\lI’l{l‘SSITI)



JUDGING--------------

As we all know judging is our sport and the advancement of the
judging system is as important to successful change as is
growth itself. For the most part the structure of the system
seems to be ok with the general caring freestyle population.
The main issue is that more definition needs to be included to

further objectify the scoring. Knowing. of course. that the end
goal is not necessarily have a totally objective system. but
merely to work in that direction.

One big factor that has not changed but is the basis for any
decisions is that all three judging categories (execution.
presentation and difficulty) should be weighted equally in a

routine. For now and for 1987 this premise shall remain true.

In this issue we will specifically attack the Presentation judging
system (one-third of a teams score). Thanks to Jim Schmal for
his plan for a more complete fonnat for presentation. Be sure to
submit your comments on the reply form so that a solid
variation of the system may be produced by the first of the
year.

Presentation: The freestyle terrorists category. My solution
involves taking the two categories worth 0.4-- Artistic
Impression and Variety-- and futher dividing them each into four
sub-categories , worth 0.1 each. Artistic Impression would be
divided into these sub-categories: Co-ops, Use of Music, Flow,
and General Impression. Variety would be subdivided this way:
Throw Variety, Catch Variety. CombinationVariety and use of
both spins. This is how the new presentation judging sheet
would look.

Here is a breakdown of each of the subcategories:

CO-OI’ -Based on sheer number of co~ops. An all co-op routine
receives a 10; no co-ops gets a 1.
MUSIC- Starting point: 5. If the routine is entirely
choreographed. hitting key breaks, it receives a 10. If there is
no attempt to play to the music. a 1. (If players have no choice
of music. i.e., prelims. the range might be from 3-8 instead of
1-10.)
FLOW- Starting point: 5. Very subjective, yet we recognize
good flow. The hein routine with very little pause for thought
gets a 10; the novice non-routine gets a 1.
GENERAL IMPRESSlON- Starting point: 5. A 10 and you were

blown away: a 1 and you slept through it.
THROW VARIETY- Possible starting point: 1. Each different
throw adds a point. up to a possible 10.
CATCH VARIETY-It seems easiest to deduct points for
repetitous catches, so start at 10 and then deduct for multiple
identical catches down to 1. An interesting question arises
when discussing variety: does the same move or catch by both
players constitute repetition? What about the same catch using
the opposite hand? What if repetition is benificial to the
presentation of the routine (goes well with the music)? Are we

asking too much of the judges for them to remember if a player
caught a right-handed gitis at the beginning of the routine and
then a left-handed one at the end.

COMBINATION VARIETY-This category's purpose is to

penalize a player for doing the same series of moves

Probably best to start at 10 and deduct.
USE OF BOTH SPINS- Starting point: 1. Additions for use of
two or more discs. upside-down work, and ambidextrial
bi-"z"driness.
ORIGINALITY- Start at 5. Plusses for innovative throws.
catches. combos. choreography, or ridiculousness.
USE OF ELEMENTS- Start at 5. Static routines that do not use

the wind or ground or floor receive a 1. Based upon the
environment which the routine is being played.

Calculations are very simple. Since each of the categories is
worth 0.1. all you need do is add them and the result would be
the same as if you averaged them and multiplied by 10.

Obviously there are still lots of subjective calculations that will
be made throughout the course of a tournament. This is a great
step towards a more defined system. Now players can

concentrate on specific aspects of their game in hope of a better
competitive finish and a better presentation to the crowd.

EDITORS NOTES: Addressing the break down of categories I
would say FLOW and GENERAL IMPRESSION are almost the
same. Either redefine one category or make one category worth
0.2. THROW and CATCH VARIETYare very important, but
combinationvariety might be better called or defined as STLYE
OF PLAY VARIETY.For example we have always noticed a

distinct difference between the control player, the wind player,
the tapper, the roller or the use of both hands and feet. This
format might take care of combinationvariety and more within
the routine. As well. use of both spins might be better called
DISC VARIATION.Then the category could include the working
of the disc in all its variations; both spins. angles, center, rim.
upside down or low and high "Zs".

Please give your own comments on the questionaire
so that we might nail this "new" presentation
scoring down before 1987.

PRESENTATION

ARTISTIC IMPRESSION VARIEW 
Totals would be derived from the totals of each column. The
basic computations would not change from the other method of
judging. Easy to follow. but is the system too complicated for
the novice judge? Remember the system should be applicable on

all levels. Does this system present a better judged routine?
Does this system encourage a routine that will increase response
from the general viewing public?



1987 TOUR DISC
CONTEST

As we have done for the past seven years, we now need to
solicit art work for the 1987 FPA TOUR disc. The majority of
the FPA funds come from sales of these discs both for
memberships and at tournaments. It is important that the design
is picked early in the year to accomadate all the events.

Tournament directors can use these discs to make extra revenue

to support their event. The design will be printed on both
Wham-O 165's and Discraft Sky-Stylers. So send in your art
work TODAY. The winner of the contest will receive
$50 and a collection of 15 of the Tour discs. The
design should include 1987 FPA TOUR within the art work.
otherwise the concept and imagination is up to you. All designs
should be submitted by January 15. 1987.

HISTORY
The FPA feels it is necessary to keep an accurate file of the
history of freestyle disc play over the past ten to fifteen years
if there is an important note that you wish to contribute please
submit it to our office. This can be anything from results of a

tournament to a story that personifies the lifestyle of
freestylists. We would like to know the people who are

interested in providing some of the records, videos and discs in
collection to be shown at The i987 WFDF World
Championships.

WFDF UPDATE
At this very moment plans for the first WFDF World Overall
Shampionships are being made. As far as we know the only
bidder for the event has been The Wright Life Sports Store in
Ft. Colins, Colorado. The second annual conference was held in
England in August. A set of statutes and goals were determined
anti recorded. The USDS has finished a complete list of clubs
and organizations in the United States. If you have not recorded
your cltib with the USDS it would be a good idea to do so.

WHAM-O INVITES FPA TO SANCTION OPEN
From the outset The Freestyle Players Association was formed
because Wham-O restricted play with other products in events

that they were sponsoring. For years we have cried for that rule
to be changed so that our players association could better judge
and determine a victor in a contest. That is why we exist. The
opportunity is here now for us to be a part of the biggest. best
run tournament. We are only involved with this event because
of Dan Roddick and his efforts to make the event non-product
specific. We have also detennined over the years that pairs and
threesomes should not compete together. It looks like on all
accounts Wham-O will accomadate our needs as an organization
to be able to use our system for judging and seeding a freestyle
contest. Thanks to Wham-O for making a move in the players
direction.

THE FPA
BOX 2412
FT COLLINS, CO
80524  

 TOURNEY DIRECTORS

Tournament directors should finalize
their schedule for 1987 before the
beginning of the year. The events
will be published in an early issue
of the FPA Forum to better inform
players of up-comming events.
Tournament directors will have
available all FPA supplies and a full
color poster for advertising and
soliciting sponsors. Please decide
early on what items you will need
for your event. The poster proved
extremely beneficial for those who
use it in 1986. If you have any
questions on events give us a call at

(303) 484-6932.
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